



CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
 This chapter provides conclusion and suggestion that are taken after 
analyzing of the Quinn Fabray’s character in Glee Season 1-3 in previous chapter. 
 
4.1 Conclusion 
 Quinn Fabray’s character is analyzed by using psychological theory. 
Freudian’s psychological theory reveals how Quinn Fabray’s character defends 
herself from threatening situations so that she feels anxious. The anxiety that 
Quinn Fabray feels is neurotic anxiety and moral anxiety.  
 The neurotic anxiety comes from the uncomfortable feeling because she 
has unpleasant danger perception in which her thought expects dreadful thing to 
happen. It makes her always nervous and uncomfortable when her ego feels 
threatened because of the fear that might happen when ego fails to prevent the id 
from some impulsive action. Another anxiety that appears in Quinn’s life is moral 
anxiety, this anxiety appear after Quinn does inappropriate action or something 
that humiliates the norm of society. To deal with her situation, Quinn Fabray does 
defense mechansims. There are four defense mechanisms found in Quinn Fabray, 
they are projection, reaction formation, rationalization, and regression.   
Quinn uses projection to reduce her anxious feeling by creating an excuse 
for expressing her real feeling. In reaction formation, Quinn acts the opposite way 




reason to convince people and to comfort her self. While, in regression Quinn is 
back to the earlier level ie oral stage in order to reduce her anxiety.  
So, everytime Quinn feels anxious because of certain problem, she keeps 
doing defense mechanisms to reduce her anxiety. However, some defense 
mechanism applied by Quinn does not solve her problem.  
4.2 Suggestion  
The writer wants to give suggestion for readers and the next researchers. 
The next reseacher who want to take Quinn Fabray’s character can analyze this 
character by using Hierarchy of Needs theory by Abraham Maslow because this 
character indicates that she wants to be acknowledged by her other friends at 
school. It can be seen from the way Quinn always push herself to become the 
most popular girl at school.  
 
 
 
 
